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to reduce the standby leakage current by inserting high threshold devices in series to normal circuitry [SI. However, the
large inserted MOSFETs will increase the area and delay.
For a logic circuit, a higher threshold voltage can be
assigned to some transistors on non-critical paths so as to
reduce leakage current, while the performance is maintained
due to the low threshold transistors in the critical path(s).
Therefore, no additional transistors are required, and both
high performance and low power can be achieved simultaneously. Recently, a dual-Vth MOSFET process was developed [6], which makes the implementation of dual-Vth logic
circuits more feasible.
However, due to the complexity of a circuit, not all the
transistors in non-critical paths can be assigned a high threshold voltage. In order to achieve the best leakage power
saving under performance constraints, we present a heuristic algorithm for selecting and assigning an optimal high
threshold voltage. A standby leakage model which has been
verified by HSPICE is used to estimate the standby leakage
power of a circuit. The power dissipations of single-Vth and
dual-Vth circuits in active mode are also compared using
HSPICE simulations.

Abstract

Reduction in leakage power has become an important concern in low voltage, low power and high performance applications. In this paper, we use dual threshold technique
to reduce leakage power by assigning high threshold voltage to some transistors in non-critical paths, and using lowthreshold transistors in critical paths. In order to achieve
the best leakage power saving under target performance constraints, an algorithm is presented for selecting and assigning an optimal high threshold voltage. A general standby
leakage current model which has been verified by HSPICE is
used to estimate standby leakage power. Results show that
dual threshold technique is good for power reduction during
both standby and active modes. The standby leakage power
savings for some ISCAS benchmarks can be more than 50%.
1 Introduction
With the growing use of portable and wireless electronic
systems, reduction in power consumption has become more
and more important in today’s VLSI circuit and system designs PI, PI, [31.
In CMOS digital circuitr,, power dissipation consists of
dynamic and static components. Since dynamic power is approximately proportional to the square of supply voltage V&
and static power is proportional to V d d , lowering supply voltage is the most effective way to reduce power consumption
as long as dynamic power k dominant. With the lowering
of supply voltage, transistor, threshold voltage should also
be scaled in order to satisfy the performance requirements.
Unfortunately, such scaling can lead to a dramatic increase
in leakage current, which becomes an important concern in
low voltage high performance circuit designs.
Multiple thresholds can he used to deal with the leakage
problem. This technique has commonly been used in DRAM
chips by raising threshold voltages of the array devices with
a fixed body bias [5]. For LSI circuits, MultithresholdVoltage CMOS (MTCMOS) (circuittechnology was proposed
~
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2.1

Delay Model
Definitions

A combinational circuit can be represented as a directed
acyclic graph G(V,E ) . Each node (except for primary inputs
and outputs) in the graph maps to a logic gate in the circuit
while each edge maps to a path.
The propagation delay through node x,denoted as t p ( z ) ,
defines how quickly the output responds to a change in the
input. The propagation delay of a path rJ, denoted as
Pd(n,), is the sum of the propagation delays t p ( i ) of each
node i along this path. I t can be expressed as

(z))is the propagation delay of each
The arrival time (Ta
fan-in path of node x. Among all the fan-in paths, there
exists a path (or paths) which has a maximum propagation
delay value Tma,(x),where

~
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Tmaz(z) =

The departure time

max

iEall fanins

Pa
(5NilI

(n(z))of node x is defined as

+

T ~ ( s=) T m a z ( z ) t p ( x )
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Figure 1: n-input NAND gate

Figure 3: Relationship between R N and V t h
the transitions [7]. The on-resistance of an NMOSFET is
given by
Figure 2: Equivalent pull-down network of the NAND gate
RN

The path which determines the maximum speed of the
circuit is called the critical path. There may be more than
one critical path. Critical delay (Tcrrtzcal)is the delay along
the critical path.
2.2
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The capacitance of each internal node 3 ( 3 = 1.. . n - 1) in
the n-input NAND gate is given as follows,

CJ = 2 CdN

t,

where C d N is the diffusion capacitance of an NMOSFET.
The capacitance of the gate a t output is given by

= 0 . 6 9 [ RC
~ d N FI ( F I - 1)

+ FI R N cn]

vz (8)

- VTN)Vdd - T]

=

0.69Rp

cn

(9)

=

(tPHL+tPLH)/2

(10)

Following similar procedure, we can get the worst-case
propagation delay of the other gates.

(6)
3

where c d p is the diffusion capacitance of a PMOSFET. C g p
and C S are
~ the gate capacitances of PMOS and NMOS
transistors, respectively. Cznt represents the interconnect
capacitance per fan-out. Fo is the number of fan-outs of
the gate, while Fr represents the number of fan-ins. For an
n-input NAND gate, we have Fr = n.
Assuming that each NMOSFET has the same on-resistance,
the worst-case delay of the PDN can be simplified as follows
tPHL

Vdd

kN[a(Vdd

The worst-case propagation delay of a CMOS gate is
given by

(5)

cn= Fo ( c g p 4-C g N )4- Fr Cdp + C d N 4- Fo Cznt

Ivout=vd,j/2

2

where VTNis the threshold voltage of an NMOSFET and
k N is the gain factor. The constant LY is 2 and 1.3 for long
channel and short channel MOSFETs, respectively. The relationship between R N and VTNa t different supply voltages
is shown in Figure 3. For a PMOSFET, the on-resistance(Rp)
can be evaluated similarly. For simplicity, we assume that
IVTNI= IVTP~
= (%I and RN = R P .
For the pull-up network (PUN), the worst case occurs
when only one PMOS transistor is “on”. The worst case
delay ( t P L H ) can be expressed by

Consider an n-input NAND gate (Figure 1). It can be analyzed using an equivalent R C circuit. Figure 2 shows the
equivalent R C circuit of the pull-down network(PDN).
The worst case occurs when all CJ’s are discharged simultaneously. Based on the Elmore delay model, the worst
case delay ( t P H L ) of the PDN is given by

= 0.69

R N M o s IVout=Vdd + R N M O S

kN(Vdd

Elmore delay model

tPHL

=

(7)

Although the on-resistance depends on the operation point
and varies during the switching transient, we still can make
a reasonable approximation by using a fixed value. This
value is the average of the resistances a t the end points of
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Standby Leakage Power Estimation

In standby mode, the power dissipation is produced by the
standby leakage current through each transistor. The leakage current has two sources: reversed-biased diode junction
leakage current and subthreshold leakage current. Diode
junction leakage is small and can be ignored [7]. Subthreshold leakage exponentially increases with the reduction of
threshold voltage, making it critical for low voltage circuits [4]. Therefore, in our simulation, we focus on subthreshold leakage power estimation.
In order to estimate standby leakage power accurately, a
general transistor model [ll], which considers sub-zero gateto source voltage (VGS)for NMOS and super-zero VGSfor
PMOS (occurs when multiple series connected transistors

are turned off), body effect and drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL), is used. The following analysis is done for
NMOSFETs, but is equally applicable to PMOSFETs.
From BSIM2 MOS transistor model [12], the subthreshold current of a MOSFET can be modeled as

thereby reducing leakage power. However, Figure 3 indicates
that a higher threshold voltage will increase the equivalent
on-resistance of each transistor, which results in a higher
propagation delay. Normally, threshold voltage is empirically defined to be around 20% of supply voltage to maintain the performance of a circuit [9]. For low supply voltage
circuits, the threshold voltage could be very small, leading
to a large leakage current.
This problem can be circumvented by using dual threshold voltages. A low threshold voltage is assigned to the
transistors in critical path(s) in order to achieve high performance, while a high threshold may be assigned to some
transistors in non-critical paths to reduce leakage power.
The lower bound of low threshold voltage is determined by
noise margin. The possible high threshold value should be
in the range from low threshold to 0.5Vdd. However, not
all the transistors in non-critical paths can be assigned the
high threshold voltage. Otherwise, some non-critical paths
may become critical. Whether a node can be modified depends on the value of the high threshold. If it is too small,
there is little difference of propagation delay between lowVth and high-Vth transistors. Hence, more nodes can be
assigned high-Vth without influencing the critical delay, but
the leakage current improvement for each high-Vth transistor would be small. On the other hand, if the high threshold
voltage is too large, the leakage current can be reduced by
a large amount for each such transistor. However, fewer
nodes can be modified. Hence, among the allowable values
for high threshold voltage, there exist an optimal one. We
developed a breadth-first search(BFS) algorithm to search
for the o timal high-Vth.
The f r s t step in our a1gorithm.k to initialize a circuit
with a single low threshold. After initialization, all necessary
parameters associated with each node ( t p ( x ) ,Tmaz(x),and
are computed. By checking all the primary outputs
and then backtracing, the critical delay and critical path(s)
can be identified using a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue Q.
The pseudo-code for the initialization procedure is shown
below. Note that, primary output ( P O ) does not map to
a gate in a circuit, and each PO has only one fan-in gate

where A = p o C o l ~ ( ~ ) : ' e 1C,,~ 8is. the gate oxide cae f f
pacitance per unit area. po is the zero bias mobility. n' is
the subthreshold swing coefficient of the transistor. V T Xis~
the zero bias threshold volt(3ge. The body effect for small
values of VS is very nearly linear. It is represented by the
term y'Vs, where y' is the linearized body effect coefficient.
0 is the DIBL coefficient.
The standby leakage power of a logic circuit can be expressed as follows [7],

where zstdby, is the standby leakage current through each
node i. I t depends on the gate topology as well as input
signal levels.
Let's consider an NAND gate. Assume the transistors
which are turned on are short circuits. If all the inputs are
"l",the PDN is shorted and the standby leakage current is
determined by the PUN. We can get the source and drain
voltages of each transistor in the PUN easily. Using equation
(11), the leakage contribution of each transistor in the PUN
can be calculated separately and added together. If a t least
one input is "0", the PUN is shorted and standby leakage
current is the leakage though the PDN. Suppose there are n
transistors which are turned off in the PDN, the quiescent
subthreshold leakage current through each of them must be
identical. By equating the leakage current of the transistors
in the stack, Vs and VDSof each transistor can be obtained.
If n = 1, V D S =
~ V d d and vs, = 0. Otherwise, the following
equations can be used

x(z))

(fanin(P0)).

VS,

=

2

VDS,

(1 I

n)

Initialization () {
Assign a level number to each node
Calculate the propagation delay tp(x) of each node x
Calculate Tmar(x) and 2'1(x) of each node I level by level
by checking the maximum Tt ( f a n i n ( P 0 ) )
Identify Tcrrtrcot
For each primary output PO {
If ( T t ( f a n i n ( P 0 )=
) Tcr.itcot)
Mark f a n i n ( P 0 ) as a node in critical path
Add node f a n i n ( P 0 ) into a FIFO queue Q

(15)

3=2+1

VDS,

vdd

- vS1

1

(16)

While (Q not empty) {
Remove node x from Q
For each fan-in y of node x {
If ((Tt(y) = Tmas(x))
&&,(y is not a primary input))
Mark x as a node In critical path
Add node y into queue Q

where z = 1 represents the 1,op transistor and z = n represents the bottom transistor in the stack. A more detailed
derivation of the above equations can be found in Ell]. Now
equation (11) can be used to calculate the quiescent leakage
for any transistor in the stack, which is the leakage current
of the PDN.
Considering the fact that standby leakage current depends on input signal levels, the average leakage power of
a circuit can be evaluated with random patterns applied to
primary inputs.
4

During the initialization procedure, in order to obtain
Tmaz(z)
and T i ( z ) ,the circuit has to be levelized. Essentially, levelization assigns a number to each node to indicate
the depth of the node in the graph. The level of each primary input is defined to be 0. The level of any node z,
denoted as l ( z ) ,can be calculated as follows,

Algorithm

Due to the exponential relatiimship between threshold voltage and drain current in the weak inversion region, a higher
threshold voltage will significantly reduce leakage current,

Z(x) = I +

49 I

max

f E a l l fanznr

{Z(j)}

High-Vth-Assignment (Vthz){
For each primary output P O {
Explore each node z using breadth-first search
If z has not been visited
Calculate t p ( z ) Ti(z)
,
and Ta(z)for high threshold V t h a
if Ta(z)2 0
Assign V t h z to x
Assign t p ( z ) TI(z)
,
and Ta(z)for V t h z t o z
NC++

else
Keep tp(m), Ti(=)
and Ta(z)for initial low Vth for z
Mark z visited

Finally, we will search the optimal high threshold voltage (opt-Vth2) corresponding to the best saving of standby
leakage power. The high thresholds are sampled according
to the different on-resistances ( R ) . R(0) is the on-resistance
for original low Vth. Step size A R of O.lR(0) is chosen for
the simulation. The relationship between on-resistance and
threshold voltage is given by equation (8). Standby leakage
power can be evaluated using the method described in section 3. After updating the network for opt-Vthz, the circuit
can be transfered into SPICE netlist and simulated using
HSPICE to verify the results. The procedure is outlined
below:

Figure 4: Diagram of a part of a logic circuit
where varies for all fan-in nodes of node x.
For each primary input I, tp(x) = 0,T,(x)= 0,Tl(z) =
0 and T,,,(z)
= 0. For each node x in level I , Ta(x)
= 0,
Tmar(x)
= 0 and Ti = tp(x). Therefore, the parameters
( t p ( x )Ta(x),
,
T i ( % )and Tmar(x))
associated with each node
x can be computed by equations (2) and (3) level by level
during the initialization procedure.
The next step is to assign a high threshold to some transistors on non-critical paths under performance constraints.
This is performed by checking the slack of each node using
a BFS-based backtracing algorithm. Slack of a node (Ta(x))
denotes the amount by which the gate can be slowed down.
For the nodes in critical path(s), slack is 0. For a P O ,

T s ( P 0 )= Tcr,t,cal - T l ( f a n m ( P 0 ) )

Optimal-High-Vth (){
i = l a n d R(i)= R(0) AR

+

Calculate V t h , corresponding t o R(i)
While (Vth, < O.SVdd){

Initialization

High-Vth-Assignment(Vth,)

(18)

E s t i m a t e s t a n d b y leakage power P s t d b y
If s t a n d b y leakage power is t h e least power so f a r

For any other node x (suppose x is traversed from node y
during back-tracing (Figure 4)), Ts(x)can be expressed as

Ts (x)= min{(Ts (y)+T,,,(y)-Ti(x)),

Pstdby,,,

+

min(Tma, ( z ) - T i ( x ) ) }
vz = fanout(z)

#

y

= Pstdby

opt-Vth2 = V t h ,

++i a n d R, = Ro i x A R
Calculate V t h , corresponding to R,

1

U p d a t e network with opt-Vth2
Transfer t h e network i n t o SPICE netlist

(19)

where fanln(x)and fanout(z)
are the fan-in nodes and fanout nodes of node x, respectively. Consider Figure 4. The
first term in equation (19) ensures that the propagation delay of the path(s): ... + fanzra(x) + z + y + ... is no
greater than the critical delay. The second term guarantees
that the modification of the propagation delay of node x
cannot affect the propagation delay of all the other fanout
paths of node x. To make sure that the critical delay is not
affected, Ts(x)is taken as the minimum value of the two
terms as shown in equation (19).
The procedure for choosing the nodes with a high threshold voltage works as follows. From each PO, BFS is used
to explore every node on the breadth-first tree of G(V, E ) .
If a node has not been visited yet, by checking its slack, we
can decide whether its threshold voltage should be changed.
Once the node i s visited, i t is marked to a v o i d r e p e a t i n g
assignment. By definition, for each node in a single threshold circuit, its slack(Ts) is no less than 0. Increasing the
threshold voltage of a node can result in a higher propagation delay and departure time of this node. Therefore, the
slack will decrease. Whether a node should be assigned to a
high threshold depends on whether its slack is still positive
if its threshold is changed to high threshold. If slack is still
positive, this node will be assigned to the high threshold
and the number of high threshold NMOS-PMOS pairs (N,)
is incremented. Since the slack of each node in critical path
is 0, the threshold voltage of these transistors will not be
changed, and hence, the performance is maintained. The
pseudo-code for the above procedure is shown below:
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The above algorithm can be easily extended to solve the
other problems, such as multiple supply voltage design &
optimization [13].

5

Implementation and Results

The method to reduce leakage power using dual-thresholdvoltage transistors has been implemented in C under the
Berkeley SIS environment. In order to simplify the analysis, technology-mapping was used to map the circuits to
a library which contains NAND gates, NOR gates and Inverters. All the simulation results were based on a 0.5pm
MOSIS process. The effective channel length was 0.32pm
and the gate oxide t h i c k n e s s was 9.8nm. The effective channel widths for PMOSFETs and NMOSFETs were assumed
to be 10.5pm and 3pm, respectively.
Figure 5 gives an example circuit to show how our algorithm works. Figure 5(a) is the original single-Vth circuit,
where the supply voltage is 1V and the threshold voltage
is 0.2V. Figure 5(b), (c),and (d) show the dual-Vth circuits with the low Vth of 0.2V and the high-Vth of 0.25V,
0.396V,and 0.46V, respectively. Note that the critical paths
and critical delay are maintained after the assignment.
Figure 6 shows the standby leakage power of the above
example circuit with different high thresholds(Vth2). The
supply voltage is 1V, the low threshold voltage is 0.2V and
the circuit temperature is 25OC. Vthz varies from 0.2V to

Table 1: Optimal High-Vth and Standby Leakage Power
= 0.2vdd,
Saving (vdd=IV, Temp=25"C, Single-Vth:&
Dual-Vth: Vthl = 0.2Vdd, Vthz=opt-Vthz)

319.0

1-'Ah Vth 02Vdd
2-Vm vthl 0 ZVdd, VthZopt

315.8

I

Figure 5: An example circuit (a) I-Vth Vdd = 1 v , Vth = 0.2v
(b)-(d) 2-Vth Vdd = 1V, Vthl = O.2V (b) Vth2 = 0.25V ( C )
Vth2 = 0.396V (d) Vth2 = 0.46V
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Figure 7: Standby leakage power savings for ISCAS benchmarks (Vdd = 1v)
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Figure 6: Standby Leakage power with different Vthz
0.5V (Vth2 = 0.2V represenla the single low threshold circuit). The squares represent the leakage power obtained by
our estimation technique while the circles denote the leakage power obtained by HSPFCE simulations. Clearly, the
estimation results fit well wiLh HSPICE simulation results.
The convex point of the curve indicate that there exits an
optimal high threshold voltage( 0.396V) which leads to a
50.67% savings in standby leikage power.
Table 1 and Figure 7 shclw the optimal high threshold
and standby leakage power savings for ISCAS benchmark
circuits. The percentages of high-Vth transistors and gates
over total transistors and gates for different dual-Vth bench-

Figure 8: Percentage of high threshold gates and transistors
for dual-Vth ISCAS Benchmarks(Vdd = 1V)
mark circuits are illustrated in Figure 8. In this experiment, supply voltage was 1V and the circuit temperature
was 25OC. The low threshold voltage was assumed to be
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0.2V and high threshold voltage was the optimal value obtained from our heuristic algorithm given in section 4. Results indicate that the percentage of high threshold voltage
transistors can be more than 60% and standby leakage power
can be reduced by around 50% for most of the circuits. Even
though the optimal high threshold voltage varies for different circuits, for most of the circuits, it was between O . 3 V d d
and 0 . 4 V d d .
For a CMOS digital circuit, total power dissipation includes dynamic and static components in active mode. Ignoring power dissipation due to the short circuit current, total active power dissipation can be expressed as follows [lo],

PT

=

Pdyn

leakage power under performance constraints, starting with
a single low Vth circuit, a heuristic algorithm for selecting
and assigning a n optimal high threshold voltage is proposed.
For accurate leakage power estimation, a standby leakage
current model which has been verified by HSPICE simulation is used. Results for ISCAS benchmark circuits show
that the leakage power can be reduced by more than 50%
under performance constraints. The optimal high threshold
voltages are between 0 . 3 V d d and 0 . 4 v d d r given that the low
threshold voltage is 0 . 2 V d d . The total active power dissipation can also be reduced using dual-Vth design technique.
The total power saving can be about 13% for some circuit
a t 1OOMHz frequency.

t pstatic

+

cz % V d d f d k

=

(20)

Istattcvdd

1

where cyz is the switching activity (the probability of switching), C, is the load and parasitic capacitances, fcir, is the operating frequency and V , is the voltage swing which equals
to V d d a t the output node and V d d - vth at internal nodes.
The summation is taken over all nodes of the circuit. I s t a t l C
is the leakage current through the circuit.
Consider the example circuit(Figure 5). Figure 9 shows
the HSPICE simulation results of the total active power dissipations of single-Vth and dual-Vth circuits at different frequencies. The circuits were simulated at 1V supply voltage
and 110OC. The threshold voltage of single-Vth circuit was
0.2V. The low and high threshold voltages of dual-Vth circuit were 0.2V and 0.396V, respectively. At low frequency,
the active power saving of dual-Vth circuit, which is mainly
because of the static power reduction, is about 50%. As
for high frequency circuits, the active power dissipation is
dominated by dynamic consumption. In addition to leakage power saving, the dynamic power is reduced due t o the
reduction of internal node voltage swing for high threshold
gates. In our example, the total power saving can be around
13% a t lOOMHz frequency.
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In this paper we present a method to design and optimize
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